
Dear Ms., Mr.  

 

HR TU Delft informed us, that you will start working/started working for TU Delft. 

 

Dutch basic health insurance in the current situation with COVID -19. 

We, International Insurances are your insurance advisor for the Dutch basic health 

insurance. We inform/advise you about your choices and possibilities, being an employee 

from TU Delft. 

 

The lawful starting date of your insurance is the same date as the starting date of your 

working contract / the date you registered with the municipality and received your BSN 

and residence permit, non-EU nationals. 

 

Due to the COVID -19, some new employees from TU Delft, do, temporary the work in 

their home country/ the country where they live as they cannot travel to the 

Netherlands. In that situation they are not yet registered at the municipality in the 

Netherlands.  

HR from TU Delft informed us that, at this moment, you are one of them. 

Is this true? 

 

The insurance companies, contracted with TU Delft, OHRA and Zilveren Kruis, informed 

us, that they can start/accept your insurance from the moment you are in the 

Netherlands, registered with the municipality and received the BSN and residence permit, 

non-EU nationals. The registration has to be completed. This is all due to laws and rules.  

So at this moment your Dutch basic health insurance cannot start. 

 

Current health insurance? 

In the meantime, it is important to know, do you have coverage for medical costs, do 

you have a valid health insurance at this moment, also after starting to work for  

TU Delft? 

If so, can you send to us a proof or inform us further? 

In the case you don’t have (any more) a valid health insurance we can offer you a 

temporary, private international health insurance. Please let us know, if you want to 

receive information about this. 

 

As soon as you know when you will come to the Netherlands, let us know too. 

We can at that moment inform you by e-mail about your choices and possibilities for the 

Dutch basic health insurance. 

You can already visit our website: 

https://www.internationalinsurances.nl/services/for-you-as-employee/tu-delft/ 
Also we can stay in contact by telephone. 

 

Is this all right for you? 

 

Looking forward hearing from you. 

 

When you have questions, now or in the future, please don’t hesitate to call us 

(088 – 121 221) or to send an e-mail (tudelft@internationalinsurances.nl). 
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